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Figure 2. Assessment of flooding depth within residences in Harris County in relation to the Social Vulnerability Index

Background: Hurricane Harvey
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Presentation Notes
Beginning with a small supply of N-95 masks we had from a previous project we were able to obtain donations to be able to assemble 3000 kits composed of N-95 masks, gloves, and instructions in English and Spanish about how to safely clean flooded homes and how properly put on an N-95 mask, an email address to contact us if recepients had questions, and an opportunity to be leave contact information if they were interested in participating in a study in the future.We tapped into a large network of churches,  neighborhood associations, community activists, worker advocacy groups to distribute masks at 19 different sites across Harris CountyWe distributed these kits and additional mask in each of these sites reaching out to thousands of affected residents and construction workers6 months later, utilizing funding from a small grant from NIOSH, we followed up with 87 recipients of these kits and inquiredinto their health before and after the stormif they felt like our educational program and kits were usefulIf they continue to use PPE after they used up our kitsHow well they were recovering from the storm in terms of home repair



What did we learn? 
• Significant Health Risks Associated with Cleanup

• Limited Safety Training for Workers

• Exploitation Risks: At risk for wage theft, security 

• Logistical challenges
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Presentation Notes
Significant Health Risks Associated with CleanupSignificant health risks occur in the post flood environmentThese risks change according to the level of flooding, local industrial hazards, and the stage of cleanupLimited Safety Training for WorkersMany community members have very limited training in how to protect themselves during the clean up processLimited knowledge of at risk for local hazardous material Logistical challenges	Coordination of supplies and other volunteer efforts is decentralizedVariability in types of suppliesLack of customization to affected areasLong term assistance	Distribution centers close before renovation is completed  Need for more comprehensive services for longer periods of time



Agile development of innovative, interactive hazard 
recognition and mitigation tools/learning e-platforms 
for workers involved in the rescue and recovery 
operations in diverse flooding environments.

…also known as…

Pocket Ark
Phase I SBIR funded by
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)

Grant #R43 ES030580



Pocket Ark Use Cases

• Training augmentation

• Readiness assessment

• Health assessment

Pre-Deployment Deployment Post-Deployment

• Training augmentation

• Deployment coordination

• Push communication

• Resource coordination

• Hazard identification

• Training augmentation

• Continued health assessments
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Assessment -> Feedback circular pattern with tailoring in training Remediation Individual vs. Workforce
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Worker Protection Health Risk Assessment

Pre Deployment 
Assessment, training, 
& action plan

Scenario: I’m a WORKER being 
recruited or deployed to help with 
post-flood cleanup.



Action Plan Recommendations

Deployment
Assessment, training, 
& action plan

Scenario: I’m a WORKER being 
recruited or deployed to help with 
post-flood cleanup.
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Presentation Notes
subject: Iaction: workinglocation: buildingtopic: waterdescriptors: up to knees, above electrical outletshazards: flood, electricity, biohazardlinking_preposition:	location: in	topic: with



Stakeholders & Potential Users

• Workers

• Community Organizers

• Advocacy Organizations

• Public Health Agencies

• Government Agencies

• Construction Industry

• Other Disaster Preparedness/Relief Organizations

Decrease
Worker

Health Risks

Enhance
Health & Safety
Environments 

Coordinate 
and Allocate
Resources

Pocket
Ark
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JefferyChallenges:Logistics involved in mobilizing workersRemote coordination of workforce in post-Covid-19 world Organizational structures in disruptive post-disaster environmentChallenges of rapid mobilizationTime constraints Physical supply lines (e.g., PPE)Transportation, housingTraining challengesLimited training windowLanguage barriersDissemination barriersSustainable relief responseCoordination with local and Federal agenciesMaintain a healthy and productive workforceProtecting workers from environmental exposureWorker physical securityProtecting workers from exploitation



Project Roadmap

Discovery
Completed

• Prototype Design

• Feasibility/Usability

(publication pending)

Phase I                                            Phase II                                       Phase III

Evaluation
In Progress

• Full System Development

• Scaled Evaluation

• Phase III Planning

Commercialization
• Development

• Scaled Dissemination

• Program Integration

2020 - 2021 2023-20242022 - 2023

Expert Key Informants
Evaluation Partners

Commercialization Partners
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Ask: partnership and key informants for Phase IIFlood Survivability Index (FSI)Diverse data sources > synthesisDynamic scenario-based trainingFrom training to live deployment seamlesslyCovid-19 contentOffline training capabilities (e.g., if cell service is down)Diversity: language, demographicsSecurity and privacy for workersContinuous learning model
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